Leisure Centre Undergoes Major Refurbishment, Light Mirrors Comments
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Baysgarth Leisure Centre is set to undergo a huge renovation with a number of new features being
implemented and installed. It is reported that there will be a new weights area, increased space for
floor exercises and cardiovascular equipment including treadmills, rowing machines, stair climbers, cross
trainers and bikes. While the work is being a completed a temporary gym will be set up for members.
In order to make the most of the new Life Fitness equipment, members will be given an induction upon
returning to the gym. Paying gym-goers will also be able to enjoy shock resistant flooring, intelligent
lighting and luxury LED mirrors. The changes as part of the £60,000 refurbishment are set to not only
improve the quality of member work outs, but also create a nicer environment for paying members.
As experts in luxury mirror products, Light Mirrors takes a keen interest in refurbishments such as this.
A spokesperson from the company made the following statement. “It always fantastic to hear that LED
mirror products are being incorporated into building renovations. These mirrors are guaranteed to give
the leisure centre a luxurious feel. The only thing better would be heated LED mirrors - these would help
to stop shower and spa steam from misting up changing room mirrors. Either way, gym goers in Scunthorpe
are sure to benefit enormously from these new style developments.”
Light Mirrors (http://www.lightmirrors.co.uk/) is a Devon-based supplier of self-lighting luxury bathroom
mirrors and cabinets. With over a decade of industry experience, they have expanded to offering
international shipping as far afield as Australia and the USA. They are proud to say that all of their
mirrors have been designed in the UK since 2001, and bear the eKomi Seal of Approval.
Light Mirrors is a registered copyright of South West Lighting Limited.
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